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Since the publication of Springer’s book [6] treating Jordan algebras through 
inversion and the structure group, it has been felt by workers in quadratic 
Jordan algebras that Springer’s axioms are to a slight (but thereby all the more 
annoying) degree unsatisfactory. He characterizes the operation of inversion in 
a Jordan algebra axiomatically in terms of a J-structure, which consists of an 
inv-ersion mappingj on a vector space together with a unit e such that: 
(Jl) The inversion is an involutory rational map which is homogeneous 
of degree - 1 and fixes the unit, i(e) = e. 
(J2) Hua’s identity holds at the unit, j(e + X) + j(e + Jo) = e. 
(J3) The orbit of the unit under the structure group is dense. 
Many nice theorems are marred by exceptions in characteristic 2. For 
example, ]-structures correspond to certain quadratic Jordan algebras, including 
most algebras of interest except for the Jordan algebra of a traceless quadratic 
form; the symmetric elements of an associative algebra with involution don’t 
always form a J-structure; the Peirce l-space of a J-structure relative to an 
idempotent may not be a j-structure; J-structures are not invariant under 
isotopy; the quotient of a J-structure by an ideal need not be a J-structure. 
In all cases the difficulty occurs only in characteristic 2, and is caused by the 
failure of axiom (J3). This axiom may be natural in the context of algebraic 
groups, but it means that the class of structures does not form a variety. Jordan 
algebraists have held as an article of faith that if the density axiom (J3) were 
replaced by the assumption that the Hua identity (J2) held in all isotopes, 
everything would work smoothly. The purpose of the present paper is to justify 
this belief. 
We show that if Hua’s identity is assumed in all isotopes, the resulting notion 
of H-structure is categorically equivalent to that of quadratic Jordan algebra. 
Rather than transport results from the unit element e to a general element x 
via the structure group, one gets from e to x by isotopy. Thus isotopes form a 
substitute for the structure group; besides working more smoothly in charac- 
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teristic 2 (where in a few cases the structure group cannot get to enough elements 
XI from e, whereas isotopy can always get to any invertible x), this formulation 
avoids explicitly singling out a unit element. 
We further show that this global Hua identity is equivalent to the inversion 
map being given by the geometric series 
j(e - ty) = f t”yi 
i=O 
in each isotope. Thus, Jordan algebras are singled out as those in which the 
inverse can be constructed from the powers in this natural manner. 
Finally, we give an isotopy-invariant formulation of inversion in terms of the 
symmetries S(x)y = xy-lx. These compositions were emphasized by Loos [4] 
in his work on symmetric spaces, where S(x) is the local symmetry around the 
point x. The resulting notion of S-structure is one way of axiomatically describing 
Jordan algebras up to isotopy, independent of any choice of unit. 
The theory we develop carries over almost without change to the setting of 
Jordan pairs (see [5]) with invertible elements. For general Jordan pairs the 
theory should be based on quasi-inverses, and this will appear in a forthcoming 
paper by Kuhn [3]. For convenience we stick to the case of Jordan algebras. 
1. INVERSIONS AND MUTATIONS 
Although a scheme-theoretic approach might be preferable, out of inertia we 
carry over the setting of Springer’s work. Throughout we consider structures on 
finite-dimensional vector spaces V over a fixed field of scalars K. We never 
need K to be algebraically closed for the results we obtain, but we do need K 
to be infinite so that we can apply the differential calculus of rational mappings. 
From calculus the reader needs to recall the following facts [6, pp. 5-71. 
(1.1) The rational maps V(t) from K to V can be imbedded in the formal 
Laurent series V((t)) (in the finite-dimensional case this just means V @ K(t) C 
V @ K((t))); if F: K - V is defined at t = 0 it has a power series expansion 
F(t) = C,“=, tiai for vi E V. 
(1.2) The differential of a rational map F: V + W at a point x E V where 
F is defined is a linear map dF Ia = dlF iI: V - W where in general the higher 
differentials diF l,(y) are homogeneous polynomial functions of degree i in y 
defined as the coefficients in the power series expansion 
F(x + ty) == f ti diF i,(y) 
i=O 
(the left side is a rational function of t with values in W, defined at t = 0 if F is 
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defined at X, and the right side is just the power series expansion of this rational 
map). 
(1.3) The chain rule asserts d(F 0 G)\, = dF Jc(z) 0 dG jz . 
(1.4) The differential of a linear map F is F itself, dF Is = F. 
(1.5) By Euler’s equation dF Idx) = nF(x) for a homogeneous mapping of 
degree n. 
(1.6) V carries a Zariski topology in which nonempty open sets (such as 
domains of rational functions) are dense. 
Springer’s work revealed the utility of power series expansions. Rational 
functions have the advantage that one can evaluate them at values in K (specialize 
t ---f a) which is impossible with power series, but power series have the 
advantage of graphically revealing all derivatives at once, frequently providing 
a better insight into the rational map; moreover, an identity between power 
series gives in compact form an infinite number of identities for the coefficients 
of the various powers of t. 
We begin by introducing the cast of characters. 
DEFINITION. An inaersion on a vector space V is simply a birational map j 
which is homogeneous of degree -1, j(k) = t-lx for t E K*. An element x is 
invertible if j is defined at x. A morphism j +f j’ of inversions is a linear map 
V -+f V’ satisfying 
For any inversion j and any invertible linear transformation g from the general 
linear group GL(V) we can form a new inversion 
j[Bl =g0j 
called the g-mutation of j; it has the same domain of invertible elements as j. 1 
Note that the inverse j-1 of an inversion is again an inversion. Note that we do 
not assume j is involutory. This allows us to consider mutations by arbitrary 
elements g in the general linear group, rather than just by symmetric elements of 
the structure group (see Section 7). Clearly mutation is an equivalence relation on 
inversions, 
{ jlSl}Wl = jlhOgl jLidl = j U-8) 
and the equivalence class of j is just the coset GL(V)j. We see that it is not the 
individual inversion that is important, but rather the class of mutations derived 
from it via translation by elements of the general linear group. 
The differential of inversion plays a central role in the theory; it gives rise to 
the U-operator in the associated quadratic Jordan algebra. 
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(1.9) DEFINITION [6, p. 16; 1, p. 661. F or invertible x the invertible linear 
transformation Pi(x) is defined by 
Pj(X) = -(dj I&l. 
(1.10) PROPOSITION [6, p. 16; 1, p. 661. The P-operators of an inversion are 
homogeneous of degree 2 in x, 
(i) Pj(tx) = t2Pj(x) (t E K) 
and satisfy 
(ii) Pi( = x, 
(iii) j(x) = Pj(x)-lx, 
(iv) Pj(x) o I’,-l(jx) = id. 
The P-operator in the g-mutation is 
(v) P’“‘(x) = Pj(X) “g-l. 3 
Proof. Since differentiation lowers degree, dj I2 is homogeneous of degree 
-2 and Pj(x) = -(dj)&l is h omo eneous of degree (-I)(-2) = 2 in x, g 
proving (i). By Euler’s equation (1.5) applied to j we have dj Iz(x) = (- I)jx, 
so jx = -(dj 1%)~ = Pi(x)-%v. This establishes (ii) and (iii). 
Applying the chain rule (1.3) to the relation j-l 0 j = id yields dj-l liz 0 dj 1% = id, 
so {-P+(jx)-l> 0 (-Pi(x)-l} = id; taking inverses gives (iv). 
Applying the chain rule to j[gJ = g 0 j and using the fact (1.4) that g is its own 
differential yields dj@l 1x = g 0 dj IX, so Pi[B](x)-l = g 0 Pi(x)-l, and taking 
inverses gives (v). i 
An important special case of mutation is obtained by taking g = Pj(x) for 
invertible x. We abbreviate the resulting inversion by jtzl and call it the x-isotope 
of the inversion j. The element e[*l = x plays a distingished role in this isotope. 
(1.11) PROPOSITION. For an invertible element x the x-isotope jrxl and element 
e[“l deJined by 
(i) jLzl = Pi(x) 0 j, Pjqy) = Pj(Y) 0 Pi(x)-’ e[sl = x 
satisfy 
(ii) j[“l(el”l) = el”l, pjl”](e[“l) = id. 
Isotopy is mutation invariant: one gets the same x isotope no mutter which mutation 
it is computed in, 
(iii) {jl~l)Csl = jl+l. 
- 
Proof. (i) is just the Definition (1.7) and Proposition (1.10(v)) of the g-muta- 
tion for g = Pj(x). By Proposition (l.lO(ii)) j[sl(e[zl) = Pj(x)j(x) = x, and 
Pj”l(e[“l) = PI”](x) = Pj(x) P?(x)-1 = id, establishing (ii). 
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For (iii), by definition (i) {j Dl } rz1 ZYZ Pj[“l(x) op1 (not P,(x) .j[“l) 
= Pi(X) “g-1 og oj = Pj(X) oj =jhl 
by Definition (1.7), Proposition (1.10(v)). 1 
(1.12) Warning. The x-isotope we have defined corresponds to the x-l- 
isotope as usually defined in Jordan algebras. By our definition the parameter 
x serves to indicate the unit element; in the usual definition, and in the definition 
of nonunital homotopes J (=), the parameter x indicates the modification 
a . yb = axb of the multiplication. In a Jordan algebra [2] the canonical inversion 
j(x) = x-l is involutory; if we define 
then 
jCx’ = P?(x)-’ 0 j, P,'"'(Y) = P,(Y) Pj(X), e(') z jx, 
and from the Fundamental Formula we obtain the more familiar rule 
{j(Y))(Z) = g(Pj(?l)m). 
The initiahy surprising rule j[yl[21 = jr51 . is meant to stress that the composition 
S(x)z = j[al(z) = Pi(x) j( x really depends only on the mutation class of j ) 
rather than j itself. We return to such “S-structures” in Section 6. m 
2. UNITAL INVERSIONS 
(2.1) DEFINITION. A unit element e for an inversion j is an “isolated” fixed 
point, a fixed point whose P-operator is the identity: 
j(e) = e P?(e) = id. 
A unital inversion is a triple (V, j, e) consisting of an involutory inversion j on V 
joj=id 
together with a choice of unit element e. A morphism of unital inversions is a 
fnorphism j -+f j’ which preserves units, 
f(e) = e’. 1 
(2.2) Remark. For e to be a unit it suffices if P,(e) = Id, since by Proposi- 
tion (l.lO(iii)) this already implies j(e) = e; since Pi(e) = Id o j[el = j, this 
means j has a unit iff it equals one of its isotopes. 
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It is not sufficient to require merely j(e) = e. Indeed, consider the inversion 
i(x) = x-r in any associative algebra with nontrivial involution *. This has the 
algebra unit element 1, and is about as well behaved as one could wish (such as 
satisfying the Hua identity). The involution g(x) = x* defines an element 
g E GL(V), and the mutation j = i NJ inherits the good behavior of i (and is 
involutory). The fixed points of j are precisely the unitary elements e with 
ee* = 1 (since j(x) = (x-l)* = (x*)-l), y et for such e the operator Pj(e)x = 
Ppl(e)x = e(g-lx)e = ex*e is never the identity operator by nontriviality of *. 
Thus j is nonunital despite the fact that it has a whole “unit sphere” of fixed 
points. Indeed, this is precisely the trouble: The condition Pj(e) = id corresponds 
(in the analytic case) to e being an isolated fixed point of j (see [4, p. 761). m 
We impose more stringent hypotheses on our inversion in the next section, 
but let us for the moment only assume enough to allow us to form unital isotopes. 
(2.3) DEFINITION. j has the Pproperty if 
j 0 Pj(x) = Pj(x)-’ 0 j-l (x invertible). 1 P> 
This corresponds to “weak homogeneity” in the sense of Koecher [ 1, p. 891. For 
our purposes, it is just the condition that the x-isotopes be involutory, 
j[“l o j[“l = Pi(x) o j o Pi(,) o j = id. P’) 
(2.4) PROPOSITION. The P-property is mutation and inverse invariant. If j has 
the P-property then all invertible elements x determine unital inversions jrxl with* 
units e[“l = x. 
Proof. Mutation-invariance is clear: (P’) is a condition on isotopes, and I 
isotopes are mutation-invariant by Proposition (1 .I I(iii)). To see inverse- 
invariance, note 
{Pjdl(x) 0j-1 0 Pjml(x) 0 j-l}-l = j 0 P+(x)-l 0 j 0 P,Jx)-l 
= j 0 Pj( j-lx) 0 j 0 Pj( j-lx) 
(by Proposition (1 .lO(iv)) = j 0 {Pj( j-lx) 0 j o Pj( j-lx) o j} o j-1 = j o id o j-1 = id 
by (P’) for j, so j-r satisfies (P’) too. Once the inversions jlzl are involutory by (P’), 
they are unital since by Proposition (1.1 l(ii)) they always have unit elements 
e[“l = x. 1 
(2.5) Remark [l, p. 911. Differentiating the P-property j 0 Pj(x) = 
Pi(x)-’ o j-l yields the Fundamental Formula 
PjPj(X)Y) = q(x) q-l(Y) Pj(X) 
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since dj lp,(r)V o Pj(,) = Pj(x)-l o dj-1 IV means -P,(Pi(x)y)-’ 0 P,(X) = 
-Z’,(X)-’ 0 P,-,(y)-I. (Beware the j-l in the middle: If one thinks in terms of 
Jordan pairs, where Pj(,) maps V- to V+ and P,+(y) maps I/+ to V- for x E I/+, 
y E I/-, this is the only possible formula which makes sense.) By Proposition 
(1 .lO(iii)) forj and j-l, the Fundamental Formula in turn implies the P property, 
so the P property is actually equivalent to the Fundamental Formula for an 
inversion. 1 
3. H-STRUCTURES 
Now we impose the decisive axiom on our inversion, namely, the Hua identity. 
(3.1) DEFINITION. An H-structure consists of an inversionj on a vector space 
V satisfying the Hua identity 
w Pi(x)y = x - j-l(jx + j(j-ly - x)}. 1 
Once more, the distribution of j’s and j-l’s in the formula is natural from the 
point of view of Jordan pairs when x E I/+, y E V-. 
(3.2) Remark. If j satisfies the identity (H) for some linear operator P(X), 
then P(x) must equal -dj-l ljl: = P,-l(jz)-l = Pj(z) by Proposition (l.lO(iv)), 
as is seen by setting y = tz and equating coefficients of t in the resulting power 
series. 1 
The above formulation (H) explicitly describes the differential of j-l in terms 
of j itself. However, two equivalent formulations will be more useful to us in the 
sequel. 
(3.3) PROPOSITION. The rational identities 
(9 W’) P&4 jb + 4 + j-7 ix + jz) = x, 
(ii) (H”) Ax + z) + j(x + PAX) jz) = j(x), 
are equivalent to the identity (H). Moreover, the Hua identity for an inversion is 
equivalent to the condition that all isotopes of the inversion satisfy one of the weak 
Hua identities 
(iii) j(e + z) + j-l(e + jz) = e, 
(iv) j(e + z> + j(e +iz) = e, 
(4 P,(X) j(e + x) + j-Ye + ix) = 2, 
(4 j(e + 4 + j(x + P&+) = j(x). 
Proof. (i) is obtained by setting y = j(x + z) in (H), so j-‘y - x = x. 
48x/47/1-14 
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Condition (ii) is obtained by settingy = -jz in (H), switching x to the left side, 
then applying j to both sides to get j(x + Pj(x)js)= jx - j(x + z). All these 
steps are reversible. 
We can interpret these two identities isotopically. In the x-isotope, where 
e[“J = x, jt$l = Pj(x) 0 j, j-l = (jtzl)-l 0 Pj(x) by (1.1 I), these become (multiplying 
both sides of (ii) by Pj(x) and using Proposition (1. IO(iii)) 
(i[x]) jL”l(e[~l + z) + j[zl-l(e[zl + jrzl(z)) = eL21, 
(ii[x]) j[zI(eIsl + a) + j[zl(e[zl + jfzl(,)) = eLxl, 
while in the z isotope (noting Pj(x) oj = Pj[“l(x) 0 j[“l, and applying P,(z) to 
both sides of (ii)) they become 
(i[.s]) PfZl(x)j[zl(e[zl + x) +j[zl-l(e[zl + jlzl(x)) = 3. 
(ii[z]) jlzl(e[zl + x) + j[“l(x + Pj[“l(x) et”]) = jIzI(x). 
Thus (i) (respectively (ii)) is equivalent to (iii) (resp. (iv)) holding in all isotopes 
jtzl, and also to (v) (resp. (vi)) holding in all isotopes jlzI. 1 
Crucial to the connection with quadratic Jordan algebras is 
(3.4) THEOREM. The P-operators Pi(x) of an H structure are quadratic in x. 
Proof. Interchanging x and z in (H’) and subtracting gives 
{Pj(X) - P&)}j(x + x) = x - z (3.5) 
in any H-structure. Replacing x by tx and equating coefficients of t2 in the 
resulting power series gives Pi(x) j(z) - Pi(z) d2j Iz(x) = 0, so for z = j-i(y) 
P,(x)Y = Pj(j-lr) d2j li-l~&). 
But the second differential d2F I,(x) is always a homogeneous polynomial of 
degree 2 in x, i.e., is quadratic, so the left side Pj(x)y is also quadratic in x. 1 
We could also repeat Springer’s ingenious but intricate proof [6, pp. 12-13, 
39-401 using the general Hua identity in place of transitivity. 
The H-condition is really a condition on the class GL(V)j: 
(3.6) PROPOSITION. The Hua identity is mutation and inverse invariant: 
It holds for an inversion j $8 it holds for all mutations j@I, and aff it holds for the 
inverse j-l. 
Proof. Since formulations (iii)-(vi) are conditions on isotopes, and any 
mutation j@I has the same isotopes as the original j by Proposition (1.1 l(iii)), 
mutation invariance is immediate. Inverse invariance follows from (3.3(H’)): 
Replacing x by j-lx, z by,j-1s we see P3( j-lx) j( j-lx + j-‘z) + j-l(x + z) =j-lx, 
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so applying the linear operator P&%)-l = P,-l(~) (by (I. lO(iv)) to both sides 
and using Proposition 1 .lO(iii) yields j(j-rx + j-Q) + Pj-l(x)j-r(x + z) = X, 
which is (H’) forj-I. 1 
Let us quickly verify that an H-structure has the P-property, so that the 
isotopes in Proposition (3.3) are unital inversions. 
(3.7) PROPOSITION. An H-structure automatically has the P-property, 
P,(x) oj 0 P,(x) oj = id, 
and satis$es the Fundamental Formula 
PYOO~. For the P-property, compare (iii) and (iv) in Proposition (3.3) to see 
j = j-1 in all isotopes. In Remark (2.5) we observed that the Fundamental 
Formula results from this by differentiation. 1 
Because the Hua axiom is strong enough to imply the P-property, an H-struc- 
turej has a rich supply of unital isotopesj tzj which are again H-structures. This 
allows us to restrict attention when convenient just to unital H-structures. 
4. G-STRUCTURES 
Next we recast the Hua identity in a more suggestive form saying the inverse 
is given by the geometric series. If we think of P(y)% as yxy, it is natural to 
think of P(y>“e = yneyn = yzn and P(y)“y = ynyy” == y2n+l as the “powers” 
ofy. 
(4.1) DEFINITION. An inversion j with unit e is geometric if inversion is given 
as a rational function by the geometric series 
j(e - ty) = 2 t”yi, ((3 
i=n 
where the powers are defined recursiveIy by 
y” = e, Y1 = y, yi+2 = P,(y)yi. 
A G-structure is an inversion all of whose isotopes are geometric. 1 
By definition of the higher differentials in (1.2) we have 
j(e - ty) = 5 (-t>i dij I,(y) 
i=O 
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so the geometric series (G) is equivalent to the condition that the higher differen- 
tials are given by the powers 
dij I,(y) = (-l)“y.. W 
Now these differentials are always homogeneous polynomials of degree i, so in 
particular for a geometric inversion 
pj(r)e = y2 = d!i MY> 
is quadratic in y. In a G-structure all isotopes are geometric; hence, 
d2j’“’ 1 [ ,(y) Lcr = P’“‘(y) 3 erzl = P,(y) Pj(x)-‘x = Pj(y) jx 
is quadratic in y (using Proposition (1 .I l(i))); th is is true for all invertible jx, 
hence by birationality and density Pj(y)a is quadratic for all z. Changing from 
y to x we have once more 
(4.2) THEOREM. The P-operator Pi(x) of a G-structure is quadratic in x. fl 
(4.3) Remark. Whenever the P-operator of an inversion is quadratic we 
have the cancellation law 
pj(x, r>iM = 2Y CpjCx, Y) = pkx + Y) - p?(x) - pdY)> 
since identifying coefficients of t in x + ty = P,(x + ty) j(x + ty)(Proposition 
(l.lO(ii)) = {Pj(x) + tPi(x, y) + @P,(y)}j(x + ty) gives y == Pj(x) dj I,(y) + 
Pj(x, y)jx, where Pi(x) dj iz(y) = -y by Definition (1.9). 1 
In fact, cancellation, quadraticity, Axiom G, and Axiom H are essentially 
equivalent. 
(4.4) EQUIVALENCE THEOREM. The following are equivalent for an inversion j: 
(i) j is a G structure: all isotopes are geometric, 
jfzl(,[sl _ ty) = f t~yi'"', 
0 
(ii) j satis$es {Pj(x) - P,(y)} j(x + y) = x - y, 
(iii) Pi(x) is quadratic in x, 
(iv) j(x) isgiven by P(x)-lxfor some quadratic map x + P(x) of V- End(V) 
satisfying the cancellation law P(x, y) P(x)-lx = 2y. 
When j is invohtory, conditions (i)-(iv) are equivalent to 
(v) jis an H structure: P,(x)j(x + y) + j-l(jx + jy) = X. 
Moregenerally, (v) is equivalent to the condition that (i)-(iv) hold for j and also 
for the inverse of some mutation of j. 
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Proof. By our definition y2i = P,(y)i e, yzi+l = P,(y)“y of powers, the 
geometric series for the element y reduces to the geometric series for the operator 
pdY>, 
.fotjy' = f (t2iy2i + t2i+ly2i+l) 
i=O 
= C t2iPj(y)i(e + ty) 
= /c W(Y))“~ te + tr), 
and by the ordinary associative geometric series the latter reduces to 
(I- tzPj(y)}-l(e + ty). Thus the geometric series representation 
(i’) j(e - ty) = z tjyj 
is really the power series expansion of the rational identity j(e - ty) = 
{I - t”P,(y>>-Ye + 94, or equivalently (replacing y by -t-4) 
(ii’) j(e + y) = {I - Pj(y)}-‘(e - y). 
Since (i) is the condition that (i’) hold in each isotope, therefore that (ii’) hold 
in each isotope, and since (ii’) in the x isotope becomes 
(ii”) Pj(X)j(X + y) = {I - Pj(y) Pj(X)-‘}-‘(X - y) 
by Proposition (1 .l l), or 
X - y = (1 - P3(Y) pj(X)-‘} Pj(x)j(x + y) = {pj(x) - Pj(Y)>j(x + Y)* 
we see that (i) is equivalent to (ii). 
We observed in Theorem 4.2 that (i) implies (iii); alternately, the proof of 
Theorem 3.4 shows that (ii) implies (iii). Remark 4.3 demonstrated that (iii) 
implies (iv) for P(x) = Pj(x). 
To see that (iv) implies (ii) first note that whenj is given as in (iv) the cancella- 
tion law guarantees Pi = P: differentiating x = P(x)j(x) gives 
y = -P(x) Pj(4-“y + P(&Y)j(X) = -P(x) PjW’Y + 2Y, 
so P(x) P,(X)-iy = y and P,(x) = P(x). In particular Pj is quadratic, so using 
the linearization Pi(x, y) = P3(x + y) - P,(x) - Pj( y) we compute 
tpjtx) - pj(Y>>j(x + Y> = ipAx + Y) - pj(xl Y> - 2PAY>>j(x + Y) 
= {P,(x + y) - Pj(x + y, y)} j(x + y) (bilinearity) 
= (x + y) - 2Y (cancellation for Pj = P) 
=x-y. 
So far we have shown that (i)-(iv) are equivalent. 
481/47/r-15 
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By (3.5) an H-structurej always satisfies (ii), so (v) implies (i)-(iv). Further, an 
H-structure always satisfies Property P by Proposition (3.7); therefore, it has 
many involutory mutations. 
Conversely, supposej satisfies (i)-(iv) and h as an involutory mutation (or more 
generally a mutationjt”] whose inverse (jr”])-’ also satisfies (i)-(iv)): We claim 
that in this case j satisfies (v). Since (i) is clearly mutation-invariant, and (v) is 
mutation-invariant by Proposition (3.6), we may replacejIg by j and assume from 
the start thatj and j-l satisfy (ii). Then by (ii”) 
Pj(x>j(x + y) + j-Y.iy + jx> 
= pj(4 j(x + Y) + Pj-djP ~,-l(jYNj-l(jY + $4 
= {I - Pj(y) Pj(X)-‘}-“(X - y) 
+ Pjel( jy)-'11 - P,-J jx) 9.4 jy)-Wjy - $4 
= {I - Pi(y) Pi(X)-‘}-‘(X - y) + Pj(y){I - Pj(X)-’ pj(y)}-‘(jy - jx) 
(by Proposition (1.1 O(iv))) 
= {I - P,(y) Pj(x)-‘>-‘(, - Y) + {I - p,(Y) P&-‘I-’ Pj(Y>(jY - ix) 
(observe that (1- AB)A = Afl - BA} 
implies A(1 - BA}-’ = {I - AB}-lA) 
= {I - P,(Y) ~kv:-‘{(~ - Y) + PdY)(iY - i4) 
= {I - Pj(Y) P,(x)-‘}-‘{I - Pj(Y) P&c-‘}x (by Proposition (1 .lO(ii))) 
=X 
so j satisfies (v) as claimed. 1 
(4.5) Remark. It is annoying to have to assume some mutation is involutory 
to obtain (v); one feels the geometric series representation ought to be strong 
enough by itself to guarantee this. And in fact this is true if the characteristic of 
K is dzzerent ,from 2: By an ad hoc argument one can show that in each isotope 
the product x 0 y = P,(x, y)e turns Y into a linear Jordan algebra with Pi as 
its U-operator and j as its inverse; hence, j-l = j in each isotope. Indeed, from 
conditions (i)-(iv), one quickly derives 
(a) P(x, y)j(x) = 2y, V(x, jx) = 21d (from (iv), V(x, y)z = {xyz}) 
(b) J’(z, y) j(x) = P(x, Y> P(x)P (apply 4 , 1% to (4) 
(c) V(y, jz) = P(x, y) P(x)-1 = V(x, P(x)-ry) ((b) as operator on Z, y) 
(4 V(Y) = W, e) = P(e,y) = W, Y) (set x = e in (c)) 
(e) V(Y”) = v(e, y”) = Vy,F) (use (i) in (a)) 
(f) (xyx> + (xzy> = .2: 0 (y 0 z), W,Y) = V(x) V(Y) - P(%Y) 
(linearize k = 2 in (e)) 
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(g) 2P(x) = V(x)2 - V(x2) (set y = x in (f)) 
@I WY”> J’(Y) = WY, Y”+? (y -+yL+l, x +y in (c), use (e)) 
6) W> VY”> = WY W) 
since linearization y - y, e in (h) for k = 2 gives 2Z’(y) P(y) + I’(P) V(y) = 
V(y3) + 3P(y, y”), which by (e) is 
WY, Y”> + P(Y, Y’> + 2P(y, Y”) = qy> V(y”> + 2Vy) P(y) 
by (f), (h). If $ E K we define a commutative multiplication n: y z= &X 0 y 
(L, = +V,); then (i) becomes the linear Jordan identity, so I7 is a unital linear 
Jordan algebra, and by (g) P(X) = 24~)~ -L(S) = U(X) so P coincides with 
the Jordan U-operator, therefore j with the Jordan inverse. 
However, it is unclear whether this remains true in characteristic 2. These 
show that any counterexample would have to be an inversion in characteristic 2 
which has no involutory mutations whatsoever, yet all its isotopes satisfy- (G). 
One conjectures that such inversions cannot exist. 1 
5. H-STRUCTURES AND QUADRATIC JORDAN ALGEBRAS 
Recall [2] that a (unital) quadratic Jordan aZgebra is a triple (I’, U, 1) con- 
sisting of a choice of unit I E V and a quadratic map x -+ U(Z) of V into End(V) 
such that 
(QJI> U(1) = id 
(Q JII) w4 UY, 4 = q%Y) U(x) = U(U(~)Y, 4 (5.1) 
(QJIW vJ@)Y) = UC4 WY> U(4 
where V(‘(x, y)z = {xy~> = {U(x + Z) - U(X) - U(z))y = U(x, z)y. A mar- 
phism in the category of unital Jordan algebras is a linear map V +f Y’ preserving 
units and T/-operators, 
f(1) = 1’ f(U(4Y) = WfX)fY. 
An element x in a Jordan algebra is inverfib2e if the operator U(x) is invertible, 
.in which case the inverse is defined to be x-l = U(x)-%; then (Q JI and Q JIII) 
imply U(x-l) = U(x)-l, showing x-l is again invertible with inverse (xP’)-’ = X. 
When V is finite-dimensional over a field K we see that x is invertible on the 
dense set where det U(x) # 0, x-l = U(x)-% is rational and homogeneous of 
degree -1 in X, and involutory (hence birational): the canonical inversion 
j(x) = x-1 = U(x)-lx (5.2) 
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is an involutory inversion. In addition 
U(x>j(x> = x, U(x) U(jx) = id, kj(4Y) = 2~. (5.3) 
(To see the cancellation law, note 
U(x)(x-lxy} = U(x) qx-1, x)y = U(U(x) x-1, x)y 
(by (QJII)) = U(x, x)y = 2U(x)y, so cancelling U(x) gives (x-lxy} = 2y.) 
The argument in Theorem 4.4 that (iv) a (ii) showed P,(x) = P(x), so in our 
case 
Pj(X) = U(x). (5.4) 
Note in particular that P,(l) = U(1) = id, so e = 1 is a unit for the inversion. 
It is a well known but more difficult fact that inversion in a Jordan algebra 
satisfies Hua’s identity (H) 
U(x)y = x - (x-1 + (y-1 - x)-l}-’ 
or (replacing y by y-l) the equivalent version (H”) (for example, we could use 
Theorem 4.4: Since j is involutory and P$(x) quadratic by Eq. (5.4), we know it 
must be an H-structure). 
LEMMA. If x, y, x + y are invertible in a quadratic Jordan algebra then so is 
x + U(x)y-I, and 
(x + y}-1 + {x + U(x)y-l}-1 = x-l. 
Proof. We give an elementary proof based directly on the axioms (5.1)-(5.3) 
and not requiring any knowledge of isotopy, although the argument is clearer if 
we interpret the identity in the x-i-isotope (which has the effect of replacing 
x by 1). We have 
U(Y) wwU(x + uwy-l) 
= U(Y) wHU(x) + U(x, U(x) y-l) + q U(x)y-')I 
= U(Y) U(X)-~VJ(X) + U(x) VW, 4 + U(x) u(F) U(x)) (QPI, 111) 
= U(Y) + U(Y) vY-l* 4vw’) U(Y)> + U(x) (by (5.3)) 
= U(Y) + U(Y) U&l, u(Y-w U(Y) + U(x) (Q JW 
= U(Y) + U(U(Y)Y-lt U(Y) UW')x) + U(x) (linearized Q JIII) 
= U(Y) + qy, .4 + U(x) 
= U(x + Y). 
In particular, since U(x), U(y), and U(x + y) are invertible by hypothesis, we 
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see U(x + U(x)y-‘) is too, so the element x + U(x)y-l is invertible; moreover, 
by the definition (5.2) of inverse we have 
(x + y>-’ + {x + U(*)y-y-l 
= U(x + y)-yx + Y) + U(x + u(x)Y-‘)-‘w(4 w-‘[u(Y>+ + YN 
= U(x + Y)Y{@ + Y) + w(Y>x-l + Y)> (by the above) 
= U(x + y)-‘{ U(x)x-1 + U(x, y)x-1 + U( y)x-1) (by Eq. (5.3)) 
= U(x + y)-W(x + y)x-1 
= x-1 
as claimed. 1 
Now we are ready to show that H-structures are equivalent to quadratic 
Jordan algebras. 
(5.6) THEOREM. The functors 
(V,i, 4 L+ V, u, 4 where U(x) = Pj(X) f(f) =f* 
(V, U,e)s (V,i, e> where j(x) = U(x)-% -@Yf) =f9 
are inverse category isomorphisms between the category of unital H-structures and 
the category of unital quadratic Jordan algebras. 
Proof. Assume (V, j, e) is a unital H-structure. We know by Theorem 3.4 
that Pj(x) is quadratic in X, hence extends uniquely to a quadratic mapping 
x -+ U(x) from all of V into End(V). T o see if the quadratic algebra J = (V, U, e) 
is Jordan, we must verify axioms (QJI-III) of Eq. (5.1). (QJI) follows from 
unitality of the H-structure, U(e) = Pj(e) = id. The Fundamental Formula 
(QJII) holds since on the dense set of invertible x, y we have U(U(x)y) = 
P,(P,(x)y) = Pi(x) P,(y) Pj(x) (by Remark (2.5), remembering that j = j-l) = 
U(x) U(y) U(x). To check (QJII), recall by (5.3) that Pj(x, u) j(x) = 2u; 
differentiation with respect to x yields Pi(v, u) j(x) + Pj(x, u) dj l%(w) = 0, or 
Pj(w, u) j(x) = Pj(x, u) Pj(x)-%. (5.7) 
Then PA,) Pi(z, Y)X = Pj(x> Pj(z, Y> P&)j(x) = Pj(Pj(x)x, Pj(x>Y> j(x) 
(linearizing (Q JIII)) = P$(x, P,(x)y) Pj(x)-lP,(x)z (by Eq. (5.7) with z, = Pj(x)z, 
u = P,(x)y) = Pj(x, P,(x)y)z, so U(x){zxy} = (xzU(x)y} on a dense set and 
consequently (Q JII) holds everywhere. 
Thus a unita H-structure (V, j, e) gives rise to a unital quadratic Jordan 
algebra (V, U, e). A morphism of unital H-structures is at the same time a 
morphism of the induced Jordan algebras since it is a linear map preserving 
units and U-operators: f(e) = e’ by definition of morphism of unital inversions, 
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and differentiating the preservation-of-inversion relation f o j = j’ of gives 
fo dj 1% = dj’ Ifz of, so fo P,(x)-’ = P,,(fx)-’ of and (multiplying through on 
both sides) PJfx) 0 f = f o Pj(x), therefore f (U(x)y) = U’(fx)fy holds on a 
dense set and hence everywhere. 
Conversely, suppose we start from a unital quadratic Jordan algebra (V, U, e). 
We verified that j(x) = U(x)- ix e d fi nes a unital inversion with unit e, which 
satisfies the Hua identity by Lemma 5.5. Thus (V, j, e) is a unital H-structure. 
Any morphism f of unital quadratic Jordan algebras is at the same time a 
morphism of the induced unital H-structures: f (e) = e’, and f 0 U(x) = U’(fx) of 
impliesf(j(x)) = f(U(x)-lx) = u’(fx)-lfx = f(fx), so f 0 j = j’ 0 f. 
Trivially these functors are inverses on morphisms, since they both are the 
identity f + f. To see they are inverses on objects, note (V, U, e) + (V, j, e) -+ 
(V, u’, e) where U’(x) = Pi(x) = U(x) (by (5.4)) for invertible x and thus for 
all x, U’ = U; also (V, j, e) - (V, U, e) -+ (V, j’, e) where j’(x) = U(x)-% = 
Pj(x)-‘x = j(x) by (5.3) and Proposition (l.lO(iii)), so jl = j. 1 
Thus unital H-structures provide an axiomatic description of quadratic 
Jordan algebras in terms of inversion. Of course, this description is essentially 
limited to the finite-dimensional case where there are guaranteed to be enough 
invertible elements. 
6. S-STRUCTURES 
In studying Riemannian symmetric spaces Loos devised a set of axioms 
[4, p. 631 for the local symmetries S(x) around each point x of the manifold; 
writing S(x)y = x . y, these were 
(SSl) X’X =x (fixed point), 
(SS2) x*(x-y) =y (symmetry), 
(SS3) (x-y).(x.z) =x*(y*z) (fundamental formula), 
(SS4) dS(x)l, = --id (isolation of fixed point). 
In terms of the operators S(x), (SSl-3) say S(x)x = x, S(x) 0 S(x) = id, 
wwY) o SW = S(x) o S(Y) ( or, using (SS2), S(S(x)y) = S(x) S(y) S(x)). 
In our algebraic setting we instead impose a Hua identity on S; this will have 
(SS1-4) as consequences. 
(6.1) DEFINITION. An S-structure is a pair (V, S) consisting of a vector space 
V and a rational composition VxV --f V by (x, y) -+ S(x)y which for fixed x is 
birational homogeneous of degree - 1 in y and satisfies 
(S) S(X)(Y + 4 + SWY + S(Y)4 = S(X)Y* 
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A morphism of S-structures is a linear map f preserving the single product 
f@ . Y) = f(x) .-f(y), i.e. 
f(S@)Y) = S’WfY. 
The Hua identity in product terms says x . (y + z) + x . (y + y . z) = x . y 
or (setting u = y + z, u = -y, and using homogeneity) 
x * u + x . v = x . (24 - (-24) * (24 + v))}. 
This axiom strongly involves the linear structure on V, hence is meaningless in 
the setting of symmetric spaces. 
As we remarked, the Hua formula (S) is strong enough to recover Loos’ 
original axioms (SS1-4), as well as to identify the differential of S(x). 
(6.2) PROPOSITION. An S-structure satisfies 
(i) S(x)x = x, 
(ii) S(X) . S(X) = id, 
(iii) S(S(x)y) = S(x) S(y) S(x), 
(iv) dS(x)J, = -id, 
(4 dWl, = -S(x) S(Y)- 
Proof. Imbedding rational functions of t in Laurent series once more as in 
fact (l.l), we have a power series representation for S(x)(y + tz) whose constant 
term is S(x)y and whose linear term is the differential dS(x)J,(z). If we replace z 
by tz in (S) we see 
SWY = SWY + t4 + W(Y + S(YYf4 
= SWY + t4 + wwl(tY + s(Y)+ 
= SbxY + tz> + tS@)(S(y)z + tr>. 
Identifying coefficients of t (linear terms) we get 
0 = dS(xM4 + WP(YM. 
Thus dS(x)iv = -S(X) S(y), proving (v). On the other hand, Euler’s equation 
(1.5) yields dS(x)l,(x) = -S(X)X, so S(X) S(X)X = S(x)x; because S(X) is 
birational, we can cancel to get S(X)X = X, proving (i). 
If we replace z by t-h in (S) we similarly obtain 
SWY = S(X>(Y + t-9 + S(x)(y + S(y>(t-lz)) 
= tsw(tY + xl + S(X)(Y + WY)4, 
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so once more identifying coefficients of t yields 
In view of (v) this says S(x)z = S(X) S(y) S(y) .a; cancelling S(X) by birationality 
yields a = S(y) S(y)z, i.e., S(y) 0 S(y) = id, establishing (ii). 
Differentiating (ii) by the chain rule (1.3) gives id = d{S(x) 0 S(x))l, = 
dS(x)lS(lc)y 0 dS(x)), = S(X) S(S(x)y) 0 S(X) S(y) by (v); using (ii) again, this 
says S(S(x)y) = S(x)-V(y)-V(x)-’ = S(x) S(y) S(x), proving (iii). 
Finally, (iv) is an immediate consequence of (ii) and (v). 1 
(6.3) Remark. In the context of symmetric spaces the S(X) S(y) are called 
displacements [4, p. 641. Initially they are defined only on a dense set of V, but 
(v) shows they have unique extensions to linear transformations dS(x)J, defined 
on all of V. 1 
To show that H-structures are categorically equivalent to S-structures, one 
could restrict to the category of unital H-structures and a category of “S-struc- 
tures with basepoint.” Rather than artificially select a basepoint, we consider the 
category of mutation-classes of H-structures. 
(6.4) DEFINITION. Th e category of H-classes has as its objects the distinct 
mutation classes (or GL(V)-cosets) GL(V)j of H-structures, and as morphisms 
GL(V)j --+f GL( V’)j’ between two such objects the linear maps V -+f v’ which 
preserve isotopes, 
f0jl”l zxz jw1 0 f 
for all invertible u E V. Since isotopy is mutation-invariant, this is independent 
of the coset representatives j, j’. 1 
(6.5) Remark. Note that morphisms are required only to preserve isotopes, 
not general mutations; in general for given g E GL( V) there is no “g’ = f (g)” 
in GL(V’) withfoj[gJ = j [g’l of. Indeed, this would just mean 
f 0 {GL( V) 0 j) C {GL( V’) oj’} of. 
However this is much too restrictive: such an f is necessarily zero or bijective, 
since if for each g E GL(V) there is g’ E GL(V’) with fog o j = g’ of of, in 
particularfoj=g,‘o~of, thenfogoj =g’ogA-‘of~jimpliesfog =g”of 
by birationality of j, hence f 0 GL(V) C GL(V’) of, showing Kerf is GL(V)- 
invariant and Im f is GL( V’)-invariant, so either f = 0 or else Ker f = 0 and 
Imf = V and f is bijective. 
Although f need not take arbitrary g E GL( V) to g’ E GL( V’), it always takes 
invertible elements to invertible elements and hence Pi(u) E GL(V) to 
P,,(fu) E GL( V’). 1 
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(6.6) THEOREM. Thefunctors 
(K 4 -ff5 K G-V%) by js,u = S(u), J@(f) =f, 
(V, WV)j) A (VP 3 bY Sj(x) = Pj(x) 0 j, Y(f) =f, 
are inverse category isomorphisms between the category of S-structures and the 
category of mutation-classes of H-structures. 
Proof. Given an H-structure (V, j) we define Si by Sj(x)y = Pj(x)jy. This 
is homogeneous of degree - 1 and birational in y (since j is birational of degree 
-1 and P?(x) is bijective for invertible x). Axiom (S) is just the Hua identity 
(H”): 
sj(x)(Y + z, + sdx>(Y + sj(Y)z) 
= P&My + 4 + i(r + PAY)j4~ 
= Pj(x)jy = Sj(x)y (by Proposition (3.3(iii)). 
Thus (V, Si) is an S-structure. Any mutation j ~1 E GL(V) j determines the same 
S-structure, 
s:‘(x) = P?‘(X) 0 j[” = Pi(X) 0 g-l 0 g 0 j = Pj(x) 0 j = Sj(x) 
by Definition (1.7) and Proposition (1.10(v)), so (V, S) depends only on the 
mutation class of the inversion: (V, S) = Y(V, GL(V)j). A morphism f of 
H-classes GL( V) o j + GL( V’) 0 j’ has f 0 J 1~1 = j’[f”l of for all invertible u E V 
by the Definition 6.4; differentiation leads by facts (1.3) and (1.4) to 
f O dj[“l 1 z = dj’tful lfr of, so f 0 Pj[“‘(x)-1 = P,!‘“‘(fx)-’ 0 f 
and therefore Pj[?‘](fx) 0 f = f 0 Pjl”](x). Then 
f 0 Sj(x) = f 0 P?‘(x) 0 j'"' = Pif”‘(fx) 0 f 0 jIul 
= P,[+(fx) 0 j’[ful 0 f = S,(fx) 0 f 
(since the u and fu isotopes produce the same S-structures as j and j’), and f is a 
morphism of S-structures. 
Conversely, if (V, S) is an S-structure the map jssU = S(u) is an inversion 
(even involutory by Proposition (6.2(ii)). Furthermore, the associated P- 
operators are Ps,Jx) = -(djs,U 13-l = -(dS(u)l&l = (S(u) S(x))-1 (by 
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Proposition (6.2(v)) = S(x)-?S(u)-l = S(X) S(U) (by Proposition (6.2(ii))). 
Axiom (S) also guarantees this inversion satisfies the Hua axiom (H”): 
is.& + Y> + js& + ~s.&>js,,(Y>) 
= S(u)(x + Y) + S(u)(x + S(x) S(u) . S(U)Y) 
= S(u)(x + Y> + S(u)(x + S(X)Y) (by Proposition (6.2)(ii))) 
= S(u)x (by (W 
= is.&>* 
The mutation class ofjs,u is independent of the choice of u: any other js,u i- 
a mutation js,V = S(a) S(U) S(U) (by Proposition (6.2)(ii))) = Ps,%(v) 0 js,U (by 
the above characterization of the P’s) = jR’ , so GL(V) js,U = GL(V)js,, 
depends solely on S. A morphism f of S structures has f 0 S(x) = S(fx) 0 f, 
hence fojp] = fojs,u = f 0 S(U) = S’(fu) 0 f = jilfU] 0 f, and f is also a 
morphism of H-classes. 
These constructions are inverses. Again they are trivially inverses on 
morphisms because they leave morphisms alone (both are the identity). To see 
they are inverses on objects, suppose (V, S) + (V, GL(V)j) -+ (V, S’); then the 
coset GL(V)j is represented by any js,U = S(u), so S’(x) = Ps,u(x) O3S,u - 
S(X) S(U) o S(U) = S(X) (by (Proposition 6.2(ii)), so (V, S) = (V, S’). On the 
other hand, if (I’, GL( V)j) -+ (V, Si) --f (V, GL( V)j’) then the coset of j’ is 
represented by js,U = Sj(zl), where Sj(u) = Pj(u) D j = jr%], and this is the same 
as the coset of j: (V, GL( V) j) = (V, GL( V)j’). Thus the functors are inverses on 
objects as well. 1 
Thus S-structures are naturally equivalent to N-structures up to isotopy, 
hence to quadratic Jordan algebras up to isotopy. Note that as a result the 
operator S(x) turns out to be quadratic in X. 
7. THE STRUCTURE GROUP 
Because we have considered mutationsj 'IQ1 by arbitrary elements of the general 
linear group, the structure group has not played an explicit role in our theory. The 
structure group G(j) of an inversion j consists of all invertible linear transforma- 
tions g on V for which there exists an invertible linear g’ with 
jog zg'oj, 
If we had restricted ourselves to involutory inversions j, then the only allowable 
mutations j[Ql would be those obtained from symmetric elements of the structure 
group:j[Ql~j[Ql =gojogoj=gog’ojoj=gog’istheidentityiffgog’=id, 
’ i.e., g - 1 = g. We would still have transitivity in this restricted class, 
(j1Ql)Pl = jPl (g, k = h 0 g symmetric in G(j)). 
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Indeed, h is jbl-symmetric iff h-1 = jlgl o h o j[gl-l = g oj o h oj-1 o g-1 = 
g 0 h’ og-l, i.e., iff h’ 0 g’ = g-r 0 h-l = (h og)-l, so k = h 0 g is symmetric 
relative to j. 
(7.1) Remark. Rather than restricting our notion of mutation, we could 
broaden it by defining a “double mutation” 
jlg,al = g 0 j 0 h (g, h E GV)). 
The inverse of a double mutation is a double mutation of the inverse, 
(j[9&1)-1 = j-l19-1~h-‘l 
(whereas the inverse of a single mutation is not in general a mutation of the 
inverse). The double mutation has the same structure group 
G(j[g,al) = G(j) 
and corresponding P-operators and S-operators 
Pjl”‘al(X) = h-1 0 P,(hx) 0 g-1 
Syal(X) = h-1 0 S,(hx) 0 h. 
From this it is clear that a family of double mutations no longer determines a 
single S-structure. We have transitivity 
and isotopes 
{ j[9.hl}t9'lh'l = j[9'~9,hJb'l 
{j[g,hl)lul = h-1 0 jW1 o h. 
Because these double mutations no longer have exactly the same family of 
elemental isotopes, conditions on isotopes are no longer automatically double- 
mutation invariant. However, it is easily checked that conditions (P) and (H) 
are indeed invariant under this general notion of mutation. From the point of 
view of Jordan pairs, this notion of mutation is more natural since it treats 
domain V+ and range V- on the same footing. 1 
One can define an analogous set G(j, j’) for any two inversions (see [l, p. 161]), 
but we stick to the case j = j’. The elements of the structure group G(j) are 
precisely the invertible linear transformations preserving the mutation class of j, 
g 0 {G-W% = {G-W% 0 g 
or more concretely are the isomorphisms (V, j) --f (V, jthl) of j onto one of its 
mutations (since g 0 j = jthl ogogOj=hoj~gt>jog=g’ojforg’=h-lOg). 
This same group lurks behind the associated H-class, S-structure, and Jordan 
algebra, by the 
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(7.2) PROPOSITION. Let the H-class (V, GL( V)j), the S-structure (V, S), and 
the quadratic Jordan algebra J = (V U, e) correspond under the canonical category 
equivalences (arbitrarily picking some representative j and unit e). Then the following 
subgroups of GL( V) coincide: 
(i) the structure group of the inversion j
G(j) ={gljog =g’oj) ={gIgoGL(V)j= GL(V)jog}, 
(ii) the automorphism groups of the H class 
Aut(GL( V)j) = {g ) g o jr”] = j@‘l o g for invertible u}, 
(iii) the automorphism group of the S-structure 
Aut( V, S) = {g 1 g o S(x) = S(gx) o g for all x}, 
(iv) the structure group of the Jordan algebra 
G(J) = {g I Ugx) = g 0 W4 0 g’-I3 
= {g j g is an isomorphism J(“) -+ Jfv) for some II, v}. 
Proof. Clearly (ii) = (iii) by the category equivalence of Theorem 6.6. It 
is well known (e.g. [I, p. 1611) that the structure group (iv) of J coincides with 
the structure group (i) of its inversion. Also (i) and (ii) coincide: if 
g E Aut(GL(V)j) has g ojlUl = j[Ol og for some u,v then g’oj = jog for 
g’ = Pj(v)-’ 0 g 0 Pi(u), so g E G(j), and conversely if g E G(j) = G(J) then 
jW1 0g = Pj(gu) 0 j 0g = {g 0 Pj(u) 0g’-I} 0g’ 0 j = g 0 Pj(u) 0j = g 0 jr”] for 
all u so that g belongs to Aut(GL( V) j). i 
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